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Welcome to week 2 of our Action Learning 3.0 reflection series and, nope,
the subject line isn't a typo. The term facilitant (a dual role as both facilitator
and participant) came to BK Foundation from YES!, an early partner organization.
In the initial iteration of the Action Learning Fellowship (before it was a cohort
model), BKF partnered with organizations to create action-learning experiences
to increase the impact of their programs. In 2014, Jesse Stoner (BK author and
BKF's first Executive Director) mentored Shilpa Jain (a founding BKF board
member and Executive Director at YES!) to enhance YES!'s Middle East Youth Leadership Jam. Five years
Shipa is still a beloved BKF board member and YES! is thriving.

In 2018-19 (the second cohort of the reimagined Action Learning Fellowship - ALF 2.0), Mansi Kakkar pilote
facilitant role for BKF. Mansi continues to help BKF evolve the Action Learning Fellowship, providing commu
weaving magic and co-facilitating ALF 3.0. And in the current cohort, Cheri-Leigh Erasmus, a 2.0 participant
joins us again, this time in the faciltant role.
Click here to see Cheri's and Mansi's video share-outs of their ALF
2.0 experiences.

And stay tuned for more updates from Cheri (Global Director of Learning at Th

Accountability Lab in Washington, DC, an organization aimed at building a new
generation of active citizens and responsible leaders all over the world) as she
continues to improve how her organization co-creates projects with communiti
ways that include the voices of the most marginalized among us.
This week, Julie Weinstein (3.0 fellow) reflects on dropping into the unknown and unabashedly embracing
humanness and Mansi Kakkar (3.0 facilitator) shares a poem inspired by meeting the 3.0 fellows.

Julie Weinstein creates community through conversation, intentionally convening diverse people from diffe
backgrounds to spend time in conversation with each other:

I am Julie and my feet are firmly in Colorado.

I arrived in Pacifica this weekend a bit unsure. Surrounded by such strong and dynamic people I found myse

questioning my place amongst them. I spent the first evening unsettled, with many questions and uncertaint
When speaking I hesitated with the 'I am Julie' statement - with which I was asked to start all of my response

The first morning, looking for some clarity, I grabbed one of the available BK books that I thought pertained

the work that I do and headed out to be in nature. Listening to the ocean, wrapped in a blanket, with a warm
of rose tea provided by another fellow I sat outside and began to read. The book talked about being

unapologetically human. It spoke about the inconsistencies that are contained in all of us, the importance of
allowing for your own growth and trusting in the unspoken. How do you want to be in the world? - it asked.

This book set the foundation for my entire weekend. Surrounded by wisdom, grace and support, I dropped in
the unknown. As I started to listen to both the spoken and unspoken, I found belonging, affirmation and a
formidable amount of trust.

It’s not that I was finding answers to my questions but instead and perhaps more importantly, I stopped
questioning; for I no longer had this need to KNOW. I was able to unabashedly embrace the 'I am Julie'

statement, with all it’s inconsistencies and humanness.

The weekend was so well designed and unfolded just as I needed. I feel blessed to be supported by such a
strong dynamic community and am anxious to see what the next 8 months bring. I will continue to move forw
attempting to live consciously in the very imperfect human way I have always done. But I also go forward

reinvigorated about the work I do ... knowing that I am headed in the right direction, I am supported and that
work matters.

Superwomxn
by Mansi Kakkar

yield your silence like a sword
spread your loudness like balm
Wear your discomfort like a cape
your pain like a charm
make your rage like a wave
drenching all with love
hold your sisters like a shield
and fly in the sky of imagination
making all fences your freeway
launching off limits
teleporting through all walls
laughing loudly as you together will
all ceilings to shatter and break
shine your light with full intensity
with all your true colors blinking brightly
exist, live, breathe like a provocation
unapologetically, unashamedly
without even thinking you need permission
like rowdy witches, like nasty women,
run loose and amok from all chains
who know the potency of their body
and the power of their pussy.
you were a superwomxn
even before you were named
you are a superwomxn
your magic cannot be contained
You are a superwomxn
your essence will never again be tamed.

Click the picture to learn more about BK Foundation's

Action Learning Fellowship!
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